Radiation damage to glucose concentrating capacity and cell survival in kidney tubule cells: effects of fractionation.
The glucose concentrating capacity of cultured LLC-PK1 kidney epithelial cells has been measured after single and fractionated doses of X-rays. Steady-state glucose concentrating capacity (ratio of glucose concentration inside to outside cell) can be measured using radiolabelled analogues of glucose which are actively transported but not metabolized. These cells can be stimulated to increase their glucose concentrating capacity (up-regulation) by a reduction in the glucose concentration of the growth medium. However, after X-ray irradiation the cells have a reduced capacity to respond to up-regulation. This effect can be measured 7 days after irradiation and before radiation-induced cell killing affects the cell population. The previously reported radiosensitivity of this function to single doses of X-rays (in the range 1-16 Gy) was confirmed. Surprisingly, no significant sparing of this effect could be measured by fractionation of the X-ray dose into two or four fractions. However, the cells showed a significant fractionation effect if clonogenic survival was measured using the standard cell survival assay. These early effects have different fractionation response from the later phases of tissue damage, measured months to years after irradiation, which do show sparing due to fractionation and are thought to be mainly due to changes in cell survival. The lack of sparing by fractionation to the functional damage may suggest a different target from that which determines cell survival. These results support the hypothesis that radiation damages cellular functions, separately from cell replication.